HEAVY CLEAR

As the world’s largest glass manufacturer, AGC provides the widest range of glass products for both interior and exterior applications.

Heavy Clear float glass is a premium quality flat glass with thicknesses of 5/16” (8mm), 3/8” (10mm), and 1/2” (12mm). It is consistently clear and versatile delivering elegant style possibilities and complementing other glass types available from AGC. It has increased strength resulting in less deflection and its consistent flatness provides improved optics compared to thinner tempered glass.

Heavy Clear can be cut, drilled or tempered with ease to suit any project need. It is functional and aesthetically pleasing, providing endless design possibilities. It can be used in frameless shower enclosures, wall systems, handrails, furniture, storefronts, and many more applications.

AGC is dedicated to providing world class service that is second to none, and can complement your next project with Heavy Clear glass.